Imperial Europe
Figures and Busts

101 French Revolutionary Artilleryman
102 Artilleryman, 11th Hussars
103 Highland Chief, Culloden, 1746
104 British 95th Rifles, 1812
105 British 10th Lancers, Crimea
106 Grenadier, French Foreign Legion, 1847
107 "The Lion of the North" Gustavus Adolphus
108 Napoleon Bonaparte, 1798
109 Major-General James Wolfe
110 Officer, Cameron Highlanders, 1815
111 70mm figure sculpted by Derek Hansen
112 Officer, French Dragoons, 1812
113 120mm Mounted figure sculpted by Mike Tapscott
114 Officer, French Dragoons, Ancient Regime
115 120mm figure sculpted by Jim Holloway
116 Officer, 3rd Earl Grantham's Dragoons, 1854
117 120mm figure sculpted by J. Holloway/M. Tapscott
118 Kapitanleutnant Martin Dietrich
119 70mm Zepplin Captain sculpted by Mike Good
120 Pioneer, 18th Light Infantry, France, 1870
121 120mm figure sculpted by Jim Holloway
122 17th Regt. of Inf. (Lancashire), 1854
123 120mm figure sculpted by Derek Hansen
124 French Cavalry, 1830
125 Lt. Col. John Graves Simcoe, 1777
126 120mm Mounted figure sculpted by G. Dombovski
127 Skirmisher, Horse Dragoons, 1826
128 70mm sculpted by Roland Laffier
129 120mm Mounted figure sculpted by G. Dombovski
130 Egyptian Moslem, 1798-1800
131 70mm sculpted by Julian Falls
132 French Foreign Legionnaire, Vercors, 1963
133 70mm sculpted by Iago Fernandez Fortes
134 120mm Mounted figure sculpted by Roland Laffier

The Americans
Figures and Busts

135 Private, 42nd Pennsylvania "The Bucktails"
136 100mm figure sculpted by Gary Dombovski
137 Private, 14th Brooklyn, Gunner
138 120mm figure sculpted by Gary Dombovski
139 Sg.t., 82nd Pennsylvania Vol. Infantry
140 120mm figure sculpted by Gary Dombovski
141 Tzoumis, War of 1812

120mm figure sculpted by Gary Dombovski
130 Private, 5th New York, 1861
65mm figure sculpted by Gary Dombovski
132 American Corps of Lights, Yorktown 1781
120mm figure sculpted by G. Dombovski
133 Capt., 3rd Bristol City (Mass.) Militia 1774-76
75mm figure sculpted by Gary Dombovski
134 Lt. Georges C. Craut
120mm sculpted by Gary Austin Lynch
135 Private, Continental Line, 1776-78
54mm sculpted by Pete Culpe

Batisse de Washington Art. of New Orleans
1/12th bust sculpted by Gary Dombovski
150th Pennsylvania Regt. of Vol. Inf.
1/12th bust sculpted by Gary Dombovski
140th Massachusetts Vol. Inf.
1/12th bust sculpted by Gary Dombovski
General John Bell Hood 1831-1879
1/12th bust sculpted by Gary Dombovski
Private, Army of Northern Virginia 1861-65
1/12th bust sculpted by Gary Dombovski
Colonel Nathan Bedford Forrest, 10th Art sculpted by Nick Brandfield
General George Armstrong Custer
1/12th bust sculpted by Nick Brandfield
Colonel John Reynolds Mosby
1/12th bust sculpted by Nick Brandfield
Marquis de Lafayette
1/12th bust sculpted by Gary Dombovski
Col. Officer, 11th Light Infantry, France, 1870
1/12th bust sculpted by Jean-Jacques Lacoue
Culpepper Minute Battalion 1775-1776
1/12th bust sculpted by Gary Dombovski

Fantasy Series
Figures and Busts

001 Cassandra The Sorceress
120mm figure sculpted by Mike Custanti
002 16th Speedbeam
150mm figure and scenic base sculpted by Paul Keefe
003 Long John Silver
120mm sculpted by Nick Brandfield
004 Set, The Snake Princess
150mm sculpted by Mike Custanti

Ancient & Medieval Glory
Figures and Busts

071 Landsknecht Drummer, Westphal
70mm figure sculpted by Steve Hanson
072 Transylvania Mercenary, Hungary 1483
70mm figure sculpted by Steve Hanson
073 Sir Roger de Tremont, 1289
120mm figure sculpted by Derek Holmes
075 Prince John of Etham, 1335
120mm figure sculpted by Derek Holmes
705 Knight Hospitaller 1/12th bust sculpted by Mike Blank
707 Simon de Montfort 1/12th bust sculpted by Dan Weeks
708 Boudicca 1st Brit. War Belle Queen 120mm figure sculpted by Mike Blank
709 Egyptian Archer 1196-1266 AD 120mm figure sculpted by Dennis Effin
710 Gallipoli Gall War Soldier 21st century BC 1/4th bust sculpted by Roland Laflart
711 French Crossbowman, 13th Cnt. 1/10th figure sculpted by Roland Laflart
712 Draconis (Ved Tepes), ca. 1470 1/12th bust sculpted by Augie Rodriguez
713 William Wallace, 1297 1/12th bust sculpted by Augie Rodriguez
714 "El Cid Campeador" (1043-1099) 1/12th bust sculpted by Augie Rodriguez
715 Jean "le Basset" (1420) 1/16th bust sculpted by Augie Rodriguez
716 Bartolomeo Colleoni, 1455 1/10th scale bust by Augie Rodriguez
717 Viking Warrior 9th-10th Cnt. 1/12th figure sculpted by Ken Sullivan
718 English Civil War Pikeman 54mm sculpted by Dmitri Shvidkov
719 English Standard Bearers, ed. 1513 54mm sculpted by Dmitri Shvidkov
720 German Landsturtsch, 18th cent. 54mm sculpted by Dmitri Shvidkov
721 German Landsknecht Pikeman, 16th cent. 54mm sculpted by Dmitri Shvidkov
723 Robert the Bruce 1/16th bust sculpted by Augie Rodriguez

**Oriental Mystery**

**Figures and Busts**

801 "Kisah Kari" Koti Kiyomasa, ca. 1555 1/16th bust sculpted by Augie Rodriguez
802 "Shogun" Tokugawa Ieyasu, ca. 1600 1/16th bust sculpted by Augie Rodriguez
803 "Warlord of Kat" Takeda Shingen, ca. 1560 1/16th bust sculpted by Augie Rodriguez
804 "The One Eyed Dragon" Date Masamune 1/16th bust sculpted by Augie Rodriguez
805 Lord of the "Red Devils", Il納摩川 ca. 1600 1/16th bust sculpted by Augie Rodriguez
806 Red Devil Samurai's Captain, 1600 120mm mounted figure sculpted by Enmanuel Valerio
807 Yamamoto Kansuke, 1581 1/16th bust sculpted by Augie Rodriguez
808 Tomoe Gozen (Thur I-Leng), ca. 1400 1/16th bust sculpted by Augie Rodriguez
809 Hasei Tottori, ca. 1500 1/16th bust sculpted by Augie Rodriguez
810 Kusunoki Masashige, 1336 120mm figure sculpted by Augie Rodriguez

**The Modern Era**

801 Generalmajor Helmuth von Panwitz 1/12th scale bust sculpted by Diego Fernandez Fortes

#901 Pvt. John Arlow, 1st A.R., France 1916-18 120mm sculpted by Philip Walden
#902 Australian Lt. Horsemann WW1 Flame thrower 120mm sculpted by Philip Walden
#904 Aussie Lewis Gunner, 1st A.R. F.W.W. France 120mm sculpted by Philip Walden

**David Grieve Classic**

*Please note only those in bold print are available*

**65mm Series**

FDG01 Granadier Guards 1856's, Order Arms
FDG02 Coldstream Guards 1856's, Present Arms
FDG03 Scots Guards 1856's, At Ease
FDG04 Irish Guards 1856's, Show Marching
FDG05 Welsh Guards 1856's, Shoulder Arms
FDG06 R.M. Scots Greys, Group Order
FDG07 L. Cpl., Lifeguards, Front Yard Ord., At Ease
FDG08 L. Cpl., Blues & Royals, Front Yard Ord., At Ease
FDG10 Trooper, Life Guards, M.T. Review Order
FDG11 Trooper, Blues & Royals, M.T. Review Order
FDG12 L.Cpl., Coldstream Guards, Grenadier Order
FDG13 Bombardier, R.A., Full Dress
FDG14 Pvt., Queens Own Cameron, High, Egypt 1862
FDG15 12th, Royal Naval Landing Party, Egypt 1862
FDG16 Cpl., Royal Marines, Full Dress, Military Order
FDG17 Sg t., Coldstream Guards, Corps of Drums
FDG18 Lt., Grenadier Guards, Drill Order, 1914
FDG19 Pvt., Scots Greys Mounted Infantry, 1902
FDG20 Cpl., Royal Marine Light Infantry, Belgium 1914
FDG21 Officer, Naval Brigade, Sudan 1896-97
FDG22 1st, Long Range, Battle of Alamein 1940, Mounted

**100mm Series**

(Some measure up to 110-120mm)

FDG101 Pvt., 2nd Hussars, "Thin Red Line" Crimean 1854
FDG102 Cpl., Grenadier Guards, War Order 1814
FDG103 Capt., 7th Lancers, M.T. Review Order, 1880
FDG104 L.Cpl., 11th Hussars (Prince of Wales Own), 1880
FDG105 Pvt., 1st Coldstream Guards, Crimean 1854
FDG106 Cpl., 5th Regt. (Berthileton), Afghanistan 1880
FDG107 Cpl., Grenadier Guards, Ltd Foot Guards 1856
FDG108 Capt., 1st Black Watch, 1st Esk Kilimanjaro 1880

**Special Figure Releases**

They can't be catalogued, but we know you'll love them!

SP11 Cq Young, American Baseball Immortal 50mm figure sculpted by Bill Keen
SP12 Blackbeard The Pirate 1/16th scale bust sculpted by Nick Cranfield
SP13 World's Sioux Warrior 120mm mounted sculpted by Enmanuel Valerio